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This is a brief introduction about the man, Neil Francis Keenan, the Amanah of 
Indonesia (the Trustee of heritage assets stored in over 103 bunkers), his initiation and 
constant battles against the global financial Cabal.  
 
A detailed account of who he is and the war he is waging can be found on his website 
“neilkeenan.com” in a comprehensive summary titled “Footsteps of the Amanah” and 
archived posts, as well as, posts on Facebook “It’s a Keenan Thing.” 
 
These posts define the history of an indefatigable fighter, who despite all odds is still 
standing. 
 
One of Neil’s unheralded accomplishments was his organizing a meeting on a private 
yacht during which he outlined future financial and economic changes to a gathering of 
Finance Ministers. This meeting resulted in the now famous “Monaco Accords” and the 
formation of the BRICS Alliance, the Asian International Investment Bank (AIIB), and the 
CIPS international financial transfer system that circumvents the corrupt SWIFT system. 
 
  

http://neilkeenan.com/footsteps-of-the-amanah/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ItsaKeenanThing


 

 
  

BRICS is expanding and now accounts for 37% of all world trade as compared to the old 
Western financial alliance.  
 
CIPS is now fully operational and allows for multi-currency payments thus eliminating 
the need to transact in US Dollars.   
 
This financial system is seriously affecting the Khazarian Cabal’s attempts to launch their 
One World Order plan… all because of Neil’s boat trip and the awakening that it 
manifested. 
 
Thus, a result of the fact that despite the wealth had originated in the East, the 
depositors had no say in how it was being used (or abused), no say in where it should be 
directed, and shamefully having no recourse to reclaim sovereignty and redemption of 
their gold and cash. 
 
And for his troubles? Neil has been repeatedly poisoned, been shot in the back twice 
with rubber bullets, had multiple suspicious car accidents, has fought off paid off street 
thugs on numerous occasions (even last week!) and has survived. 
 
Has continuously fought with the Khazarian Mafia Cabal, exposing their puppet Royals, 
Presidents and Prime Ministers and their Operatives.   
 
Queen Beatrix stepped down after Neil’s exposure. Queen Elizabeth, Bill Gates and 
others were shown to be the owners of Pirbrite, the developer and patent owner of the 
COVID “vaccine”.   
 
In August 2019 Neil exposed the pitfalls of “vaccines” and in March 2020 spotlighted 
that 5G at 80 Gigahertz was the cause of people falling dead in the streets of Wuhan, 
not because of a bat flu virus. 
 
Japanese, Korean, Philippine and Malaysian Prime Ministers and Presidents all sustained 
major lashes from Neil.   
 
In particular, their unsavory appetite to transfer and illegally sell assets to the Deep 
State and Cabal.  
 
Ask Neil about the Malaysian PM Najib Razak’s 1MDB and “Deadman Walking” scams. 
Or Bong Bong Marcos’ attempt to buy Malaysia with billions of funds held offshore in his 
Labuan accounts. 
 
  



 

 
  

The list of activities undertaken to prevent Barack Obama from nuking his own country 
and creating a tsunami that would wipe out the East Coast, including the Wall Street 
area of NYC, is very serious.  
 
Follow that up with Obama’s attempts to purchase gold for himself, illegally in the Bay 
of Bangkok, or the attempt to force gold to be transferred to a US Aircraft Carrier 
located off the coast of Japan. Neil 3 – Obama 0. 
 
This all started with Neil’s Trillion Dollar lawsuit that was filed in the US Federal Court in 
the Southern District of New York. Stemming principally from the theft of financial 
instruments entrusted to him through his close association with the Golden Dragon 
Family in Asia – it unleashed a tapestry of how all the West (east) is woven together like 
the Wizard behind the curtain in Wizard of Oz. 
 
But he has survived. He is now in the championship round, but needs a little help in his 
corner, as the Cabal is trying their best to block him from entering the ring.   
 
This is the situation.  
 
While he has been committed to saving humanity, he needs humanity that is worth 
saving to step up and be counted. 
 

 
 

Neil with the AMANAH Contract 
 

  



 

 
  

Financial Reality 
 
Awakened humans are clearly aware that the fiat debt/slavery financial system is on its 
last legs and will finally collapse very soon - going the same historical way as all previous 
similar frauds. Rightfully so, the principal question to ask is this:  
 
“WHO will construct the next replacement financial system?” 
 
Neil has worked extensively with leading consultants globally in wealth management, 
tier 1 or M3 international banking and world authorities in cryptocurrency.  
 
There is a vast amount of information and only a few people hold critical pieces on how 
it all fits together. People that travel extensively, like Petra are perfect examples of 
gathering not just simple information but interfacing with their peers around the world 
to understand how it works in the here and now as it will not be the existing system 
organizers/owners.  
 
As listed in his Trillion Dollar Lawsuit, it will NOT BE the dreaded WEF fascist Khazarian 
“New World Order” nor will it be the United Nations, neither the World Health 
Organization.  
 
After a gun fight with George Soros in the jungles of Indonesia where Soros was funding 
guerilla and terrorist boot training camps, it is safe to say that he will not have any input 
into how things are going to look either.  
 
The aforementioned groups are all about wiping out 90% of humanity with Plan 2030 
which has been accelerated to Plan Now (2024-2025). 
 
It will not be the US Federal Reserve or any of the other 12 privately owned Central 
banks owned by the Rothschilds, Rockefellers, Astor’s etc. - either. They are the original 
thieves. 
 
These groups of people want to wipe out history and firmly redo the world economic 
structures to their benefit through these ridiculous NESARA/GESARA financially NOT 
ASSET BACKED AND MAKE EVERY BODY RICH SCAM (that failed again to launch on 29 
February 2024). All bullshit. 
 
  



 

 
  

A NEW FINANCIAL SYSTEM needs to be structurally ASSET BACKED in order to give real 
value to MONEY, but the problem here is that those currently clinging to POWER just do 
not have enough real assets (ONLY paper promises) and thus are engaged in as many 
ways as possible to thwart any new system that THEY cannot control. 
 
 
The AMANAH  
 
The fact that Neil Keenan fought back and exposed the dark under-belly of the 
Khazarian Cabal and their fraudulent abuse of the Global Accounts that form the asset 
backing of the Western financial system, is more than admirable.  
 
Neil showed how these Real Assets were illegally leveraged, hypothecated and mirrored 
for the financial gain of the Elite, but not for the Owners of the assets. 
 
Fighting a giant monster is never easy.   
 
Papa Bush emptied several hundred million from Neil’s offshore accounts. Obama took 
another $50 million for a mansion in the Hamptons.   
 
An Italian Mafia member cleared 6-figures off Neil’s debit card and is still walking free. 
And a few months back when Neil was getting ready to return to Indonesia, his entire 
bank account and account history was zeroed out overnight!  
 
These acts are only achieved by people in real power. Think of the pieces of machinery 
that need to move in order to make all of that happen. 
 
These are seriously powerful people. 
 
The response from the asset owners as well as those entrusted to care for them, was to 
decide that it was apparent a new role needed to be revised and relaunched by the 
keepers of the wealth itself. Amanah. 
 
Now why is the Cabal trying so hard to shackle Neil’s finances?  
 
The reason is simple. Once Neil returns to Indonesia as the Amanah, he will be opening 
huge bunkers full of REAL ASSETS and conducting an AUDIT of such.   
 
 
 
  



 

 
  

This will reveal a huge stockpile of Real Wealth that can and will back global currencies 
and fund major humanitarian projects, all of which are outside of Khazarian Cabal 
control. 
 
This in turn Neil will open up other regional bunkers, further exposing real wealth 
needed to transition humanity and new financial systems globally at levels far beyond 
the Cabal’s capabilities.   
 
Neil already has asset management pledges from Trustees in Asian countries (Malaysia, 
Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam, China, Taiwan, Korea and Japan), and by others wanting 
to safeguard their wealth and bring it into Real use. 
 
Neil recently displayed a few Dragon Family asset confirmation lists in Trillions of US 
Dollars. Another list has the acknowledgment of Family owned GOLD COINS that each 
represents 10 MILLION TONS OF GOLD - worth Quadrillions.  
 
This is what is being put on the table for everyone to see as being REAL! So now you can 
see WHY the Cabal Elite are desperately delaying Neil in any way they can?  
 
Neil puts an END to them. Now where are the SUPPORTERS OF NEIL? 
 

   
Looking at the list of the guilty and corrupt 
governments, it is little wonder that it is not in 
the best interests of Presidents, Prime 
Ministers, Industry Leaders, and other wealthy 
individuals to be on the RIGHT SIDE of the 
fence when the financial buildings collapse.  
 
Their history, their actions and their directions 
promulgate only one definition of the 
definition of RIGHT SIDE. 

Sultan of Yogyakarta & Family 
   
That which engorges them to excess, steal more power, corrupt humanity and freedom 
so that they are gods. 
 
Well, a scrappy fighter elected as Amanah that has spent 16 years fighting these elitists 
begs to differ on who is designing the new systems. This will not simply be a process of 
relegating the aforementioned to the kids table at a family feast.  
 



 

 
  

They are going to go to a separate place, a lot like Guantanamo Bay and the litany of 
charges will wake up the entire world. 
 
To make this happen, the first couple of steps require you.  
 
It requires you to help, and to help make this happen. This is about Neil saving the 
world and helping you hold on to what you have.  
 
Now. 
 
 

Footsteps of The Amanah 

Preface 

This is about the FOOTSTEPS of a man named Neil Francis Keenan that he made on his 
journey to becoming the elected AMANAH, the principal TRUSTEE of the underlying 
assets and collateral of the global financial and economic system. 

Footsteps Of The Amanah may be read online here and it is a brief history [77,329 
words] of this exceptional man as he trekked through the world of business and finance, 
always giving and helping and making the World a better place. This is his story. 

It is necessary to understand what the AMANAH is.” In Arabic “amanah” means 
“trustee” or one who holds someone else’s assets that have been deposited and 
entrusted to them and usually under a written agreement or record. 

http://neilkeenan.com/footsteps-of-the-amanah/


 

 
  

 

 

This was the case prior to and following WW ll, whereby the Dragon Families moved a 
large portion of their wealth into hidden bunkers throughout Asia but particularly to 
Indonesia.  
 
This individual is directly responsible and in charge of the deposits in all the bunkers 
placed there by the Golden Dragon Families.  
 
It’s like the CEO of all the gold, monies and precious stones placed there for generations. 
The only prior Amanah was Indonesian President Soekarno in the 1960’s during the JFK 
presidency…  



 

 
  

 

 
President John F. Kennedy with President Soekarno 

It is his story of where he purposely placed his footsteps while trampling on falsehoods 
and those that perpetrate them. When you finish reading this chronology, you will 
realize that this one man DID ALL THAT and is still going stronger than before.  



 

 
  

 

 

Neil Keenan is the modern day “Man from La Mancha”, the Don Quixote of our era. 

His windmills have been and still are those institutions and governments that are 
Illuminati constructs and puppet administrations.  
 
He has been fighting the fight of a lifetime, from his Trillion Dollar Lawsuit to exposing 
the corruption and false narratives invading our societies. He names names and details 
what took place and often what will happen in truth.  



 

 
  

Some say that he has bulldog DNA as when he attacks, he goes for the jugular… and 
never lets go! And there are a lot of evil people in his crosshairs that have reason to 
worry, because as Amanah, Neil has the legal authority to issue global arrest warrants.  

And Neil has the global connections at the very top, within the 1% and “Above” that 
constantly feed him information. World leaders call him… regularly. He does not have to 
call them. That is the aura of the man. That is why he is the AMANAH. 

Everyone who has shared a moment with Neil knows that he is an adventure story 
unfolding almost every moment. So, this brief introduction should give you a better 
understanding of the true character of the man and why he was unanimously elected as 
the “AMANAH.” 

This is typical of Neil, as he plays a game until he becomes exceptionally proficient at 
winning. It can be physical sports, mental sports like chess or business ventures in the 
professional financial arena. He plays to WIN… and win he does. 

From an early age Neil had been (without realizing) establishing a network throughout 
the Western hemisphere. This had become so large that even before going off to 
University one could say that Neil had a ‘database’ of contacts that was second to none. 
 
This seemed to be the path of Neil’s life. Even when he played his sports, whether in the 
US, Canada or Europe. He made connections wherever he went.  
 
People he could call if he had something to offer or they had something to offer him. As 
months became years even before Neil left for Europe, he could make contact with 
some of the World’s biggest players.  
 
Just keep in mind that Neil did not always call said connections looking to make a deal, 
he would often call them just to make sure they were okay. This is how Neil managed 
things, he liked to make sure people he liked were OK and if not, what he could do to 
help them.  
 
Fortunately, the real players liked having this young man asking them if they were okay, 
realizing that Neil was looking for nothing and just making sure his “friends” were okay.  
 
As Neil grew older so did his database. By thirty years of age, he had travelled 
throughout the Western Hemisphere making friends everywhere. It would not have 
been a strange site to see Neil in a restaurant or club having drinks with a President or 
major politician in any of the Latino or Caribbean countries.  
 



 

 
  

It was just a matter of time for expansion. Neil was filled with energy and had to release 
it and release it he did.  

In Europe he met with Popes and Kings, Presidents and Ministers, the top bankers and 
business leaders. What he saw and learned was that Europe under the European Union - 
was a mess of bureaucratic rules and regulations that stifled business and only 
enhanced the very wealthy controllers.  
 

 

The whole system was based on fraudulent deception and corruption, and he did not 
want to be a part of it.  

But he did spend his time studying the systems, methodologies and technologies being 
employed. He took time to “know thy enemy” and spent months living in Switzerland. 

Neil found that the foundation of financial wealth actually came from the East and from 
the ground through the sweat and toil of mankind - and not from pencil pushing thieves. 
Thus, in the early 2000’s he changed his focus again.  



 

 
  

 
He was looking East through Russia, China, Japan, Indonesia and Southeast Asia. 

This Look East focus 
resulted in Neil 
traveling 
extensively in Asia, 
particularly to meet 
people in Japan, 
South Korea, Hong 
Kong, Singapore 
and Indonesia.  
 
His feet got on the 
Yellow Brick Road 
and it led him to his 
late dear friend 
Count Albert and 
the true Asian 
Dragon Families - 

and the underlying truths behind global banking and finance as explained by his friend, 
the late Dr. Van De Meer. 

This journey now follows the timeline of the Footsteps of the AMANAH from 2008 till 
today.  
 
This is the true story of Neil Francis Keenan and the most recent challenges that he and 
his Team, Group K, have had to face for him to become the global AMANAH, The 
Trustee of the underlying assets and collateral that is the foundation of the World’s 
financial and economic wealth. 

These are Neil’s Footsteps down the Yellow Brick Road and an account of only some of 
the encounters and exposures along the way.  
 
There is much more within the archives of his website with videos, and that too is only a 
partial part of the real life story. 

This reads like a movie/novel and at the end you will reflect back and say “PHEW! He did 
all THAT!”  
 
Well, HE DID. 

Neil with Count Albert head of Dragon Family, along with Chairperson of HSBC 

http://neilkeenan.com/footsteps-of-the-amanah/
http://neilkeenan.com/


 

 
  

Neil looking at what is coming from President Soekarno's Bedroom 

I am I. Neil Francis Keenan  
 

DON QUIXOTE 

Hear me now  
Oh thou bleak and unbearable world,  
Thou art base and debauched as can be;  
And a knight with his banners all bravely unfurled  
Now hurls down his gauntlet to thee!  
I am I, Don Quixote,  
The Lord of La Mancha, ?  
My destiny calls and I go,  
And the wild winds of fortune  
Will carry me onward,  
Oh whithersoever they blow.  
Whithersoever they blow,  
Onward to glory I go! 

 
I AM I. Neil Francis Keenan 

 

The difference is 
that Neil is not 
throwing his 
gauntlet down 
before windmills, 
but he is standing 
strong before the 
fortresses of the 
Illuminati Cabal 
and the steps of 
their un-Holy 

banks.  

 
He chose and has been chosen. 

And his footsteps are on the path of a “glorious quest” to reach what no man has 
reached before. This is an amazing journey that he is sharing for mankind.  



 

 
  

The powerful words of these verses describe a man that is not a delusional romantic, 
but a dedicated champion of mankind determined to WIN against all odds. This is Neil 
Keenan, the Man of Providence. 

This describes the essence of the man… Neil Francis Keenan… the AMANAH. 

“I AM I” is Neil. 
 
 

The Impossible Dream 
 

To dream, the impossible dream 
To fight, the unbeatable foe 

To bear, with unbearable sorrow 
To run, where the brave dare not go 

To right, the un-rightable wrong 
And to love, pure and chaste from afar 
To try, when your arms are too weary 

To reach, the unreachable star 
This is my quest, to follow that star 

No matter how hopeless, no matter how far 
And to fight for the right, without question or pause 
To be willing to march into Hell, for a heavenly cause 
And I know if I’ll only be true, to this glorious quest 

That my heart will lie peaceful and calm 
When I’m laid to my rest 

And the world will be better for this 
That one man, scorned and covered with scars 

Still strove, with his last ounce of courage 
To reach 

The unreachable stars 
I’ll always dream, the impossible dream 

And yes I will reach 
The unreachable Stars 



 

 
  

Time to Join the Fight 
 

 
 
We are soon to be coming down to what will be known as our final moments. 
 
Yes, this can be prevented but the Cabal as we know them seem to have placed a 
maximum on what it will be using against us shortly.   
 
Remember they have been preparing this event in what seems forever for this moment 
when they will recover their desires for the absolute control of OUR planet.   
 
It’s not good enough that they essentially already control it, but they make claims there 
are too many people on the earth.   
 
As such, they plan to eradicate 90 percent of the population. We must now fight on 
behalf of the people and acknowledge the Cabal as serious opposition.   
 
The numbers are with us, but they do have genocidal weapons of mass control like the 
chemtrails, 5G, and much more.  



 

 
  

Neil with Tommy Kleins (CIA) and 4 Star General Jack Myers 

This might even it up but we still have the odds in our favor (99 to 1). 
 
How and Why? Think about it. The numbers are in our favor and we know where they 
live, as they know where we live. We do have some nasty weapons too that can end 
their lives as they can end ours.   
 
Do we think like this?  No!!!  But it is the reality of the Time we are in. 
 

But we must be 
prepared to save our 
Children and loved ones 
and friends.   
 
We cannot expose so 
many good people to 
such a danger.   
 
What happened to our 
government?  They 
work with the Cabal and 
have for a long time.  
They are one of them.    
 
And they consider us as 
“Enemies of Their 

State” and hired police, militaries and intelligent agencies and a corrupt legal system to 
protect themselves “at OUR EXPENSE!” 
 
They have a bit of anger toward myself and my team because we thwarted them when 
they attempted to detonate nuclear bombs in Charleston, South Carolina.   
 
We exposed them and while Obama and Biden sat in the new nuclear bunker, 
understanding they would wait 3 Days before coming out. They planned on seeing a 
new world.   
 
How did they expect to get away seeing the bombs were detonated in the Atlantic 
Ocean by two Generals who were ordered to destroy Charleston and the entire United 
States East Coast? 
 
And knowing that this was about to happen, the major NY Banks and many others were 
quietly and quickly moving their assets to Connecticut to establish a new banking world.   



 

 
  

Coincidence? Funny though, when they came out three days later the world was the 
same as when they left it. The devastation was prevented and the Generals had plenty 
to say before Obama started to blame them for everything before dishonorably 
discharging them (for being a true heroes and respecting their Oaths).   
 
 
Where? 
 
Where was our help then? Oh yeah, we sent detailed notices to South Carolina 
newspapers before any of this happened advising them that Obama and Biden were 
attempting to destroy the East Coast but nothing ever came back.   
 
Only a couple of ladies in Charleston thanked me. But not one member from the 
government, at any level. Saving 23 million people does not get you much these days in 
terms of gratitude. 
 
Well, how about saving 90 percent of OUR World’s population? 
 
This is what we are looking at once again. This time it will be more like the Hunan 
massacre which took place in China. The 5G microwave frequency broadcasts they use 
are horrible and will burn us up if we let them do so.  
 
Chemtrails also hurt us as well, jamming up our breathing system and polluting the 
ground and water.   
 
In China they were not cremating coronavirus fish market bodies. They were cremating 
people that were killed in a gruesome microwave-like experiment.  
 
Now, with everyone’s bodies filled with all sorts of chemicals from Chemtrails and 
‘vaccine’ concoctions, flipping the 5G services up will have a similar effect - wherever 
and whenever ‘They’ want.   
 
Are there ways to stop this? The answer is YES, but we cannot sit down and do nothing. 
We have been exposing them for more than 16 years and they are not anything special. 
We are special! Not them.   
 
They do control pretty much everything though. So we must pay attention.   
 
For 16 years we have fought them directly, and we have outed them, we have kicked 
their backsides throughout and never did we request a cent of help.   



 

 
  

Not until recently.  
 
It is now necessary that we establish a New Asset Backed Financial Center in order to 
continue fighting them ON OUR TERMS, so we can save our families, loved ones and 
friends. This is needed as a foundation to fight back and do to them what they plan on 
doing to us.   
 
It is this where we excelled and wish to continue to stop this from happening to our 
families and loved ones throughout the world. We need to protect our own.   
 
I have spent Millions on fighting this cause (and not just a few million) and I see what 
they are looking to do and if we allow them to do so, then I will see you on the other 
side.   
 
You see, I need to get to Indonesia and to those who are waiting for me. There I will 
acquire assets and those assets will protect our planet. It is what happens before then 
that matters.   
 
My funds have been stolen on multiple occasions, but now whatever comes in has 
been ordained and is protected.   
 
Yes, we can run again and take control over our own destinies.   
 
I know there are so many of us who need this so we all can work together as one group. 
If there is to be a fight let’s be the winners and save everything that has made us great. 
Let’s do it right and let the bad guys know we can be bad as well if backed into a corner.   
 
Recently I have spoken with a quite a few people in South America, Asia and in Texas, 
and what I realize is that we are not alone.   
 
We have many friends who are ready to go out and kick some ass.  It is not a one-way 
street. I leave at this time with you knowing we can beat them.   
 
Let’s take it from them and should they move - we can make this our own. No cowards 
here.  
  
They try to propagandize us however they are just spending a lot of fake fiat money. 
This cannot be so for much longer and their House of Cards is tumbling down. When 
they see us coming they will realize - we are very strong and will get stronger as this 
moves on. 
 



 

 
  

Please join the fight. Spread the Truth. Expose and prevent what you can.  
 
Speak loudly, make noise and stomp your feet and the Walls of Jericho will come 
tumbling down! WE are transitioning into OUR NEW WORLD!  JOIN US ! 
  
Wishing you well and I hope to see you all soon. 
 

NEIL FRANCIS KEENAN 
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